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Prognostic indicators are of utmost importance for physician in the management of disease in cancer patients – in
particular for patients suffering from cancers where there is a significant risk that the primary treatment does not
result in complete cure. Colocrectal cancer (CRC) is the second most deadly cancer worldwide. In approximately
50% of CRC patients with tumor-cell-positive lymph nodes (i.e., Stage III CRC [anyTN1-2M0]), and about
25% of CRC patients with no detected tumor-cell positive lymph nodes ( i.e., Stage I [T1-2 N0M0] and Stage
II [T3-4N0M0]), disease will recur after curative surgery [1,2]. For CRC, the single most important prognostic
indicator is the presence – or absence – of tumor cell metastasis in regional lymph nodes in the resected specimen [3].
Presence of lymph node metastasis is generally determined by histopathological examination of hematoxylin and
eosin (H&E) stained tissue sections of resected regional lymph nodes.
Present guidelines require that at least 12 lymph nodes should be examined [4,5]. However, the results obtained
by H&E staining method, which forms the base for predicting prognosis in CRC, has problems resulting in both
undertreatment of Stage I and II patients and overtreatment of Stage III patients. Major problems are that only a
small volume of the lymph node can be analyzed in clinical practice (generally less than 1%), furthermore that the
lymphatic field surrounding the primary tumor generally is large containing up to 50–100 lymph nodes, each of
which potentially harboring tumor cells. Thus, complete examination of the entire lymphatic field is a formidable
task. Furthermore, identification of tumor cells in stained tissue sections is difficult – requiring an experienced
pathologist. Finally, morphology alone gives no information about the aggressiveness of the tumor cells. In other
words, whether the tumor cells are aggressive with capacity to leave the lymph node and ultimately form metastases
at distant sites (most commonly in the liver, lungs and peritoneum) which may be fatal.
In my view, there is an urgent need for complementary methods to histopathology. One avenue for improvement,
which has been used to a limited degree in CRC, is immunopathology using specific antibodies for discriminating
molecules characterizing the tumor cells. However, limiting factors are still the volume challenge and the labor
intensity of immunohistopathological methods.
Molecular methods have the potential to overcome most of the problems associated with histo- and immunopathology. Analysis of biomarker expression at the mRNA level has several advantages, importantly among
which are that the expression levels of several biomarkers can easily be analyzed in the same RNA extract and that
a much larger volume of the lymph node is available for analysis. Practically about 50% of the volume, if the node
is divided into two halves – one half for RNA extraction, the other half for histopathology and/or immunopathology. Real-time quantitative reverse transcriptase-PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis is the most useful method for mRNA
analysis of biomarkers. It has been used successfully with biomarkers such as CEACAM5, KLK6, CK20 and
GUCY2C [6–9,11]. It should be noted that there are alternative methods for determination of biomarker mRNAs,
notably next-generation sequencing, among them RNA-seq but at present qRT-PCR is the method of choice for
use in clinical practice. When determining biomarker mRNA expression, it is important to also determine the
expression level of a house-keeping gene, ideally a gene that does not vary to much between cell types and cell
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cycle stages. Our experience is that 18S rRNA is a most useful house-keeping gene in the analysis of tumor cells
in lymph nodes by qRT-PCR [10]. A second point is that biomarker mRNA levels should be expressed as copies of
mRNA rather than relative quantities as Ct and fold differences based on Ct values. Thus, a copy standard is
preferably prepared for each biomarker under investigation.
Factors to be considered in biomarker selection and assay construction in order to obtain prognostic information
from tumor mRNA analysis of lymph nodes in CRC are:
• Biomarker mRNAs for tumor cell detection should not be expressed in immune cells as prerequisite for use [6];
• At least one highly expressed biomarker mRNA with low variation between tumors must be included. Can serve
as a measure of tumor cell number as is the case for CEACAM5 mRNA [6,11];
• It is valuable to include biomarker mRNAs related to aggressiveness, for example, expressed ectopically in tumor
cells as is the case for KLK6 and CXCL17, or expressed and/or induced in tumor supporting cells [8,12,13];
• It is important to determine expression levels of all biomarker mRNAs also in control lymph nodes in order to
establish back-ground levels [6,11];
• It is useful to express results as mRNA copies/normalization gene unit to be able to establish clinical cut-off
levels by statistical method [7];
• Adapt the mRNA assay for use on formalin fixed tissue because it is easier to find lymph nodes in resected
specimen after formalin fixation, analyses are directly comparable to examination of H&E stained tissue and are
compatible to clinical routine;
• Biomarker mRNAs can conveniently be analyzed in multiplex format which saves time and money and is most
helpful for analysis of a large number of lymph nodes.
The criterium in biomarker mRNA selection that the marker identifying tumor cells or tumor supporting cells
should not be expressed in immune cells can be difficult to fulfil, considering that immune cells include both T and
B lymphocytes, monocytes/macrophages/APCs, neutrophils and plasma cells, and activated and immature forms
of these cells. Careful screening against a panel of these cell types is therefore necessary.
High levels of a biomarker mRNA may correlate with poor prognosis for the patient, KLK6 mRNA expression
levels in lymph nodes of CRC patients being an excellent example [8]. However, the reverse may also occur. Thus,
MUC2, the major mucin in colon epithelium, is a positive factor, supporting the notion that mucinous tumors are
less aggressive compared with nonmucinous tumors [7]. A formula can be constructed where results from several
biomarker mRNA analysis are included, both positive and negative factors, giving individual patients different
results which may be correlated to patient survival.
I anticipate that assays based on a selected combination of biomarker mRNAs characterizing different properties
of the tumor cells and their environment will be of great benefit to patients with CRC, reducing mortality and
prolonging disease-free survival.
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